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The International Curriculum Overview: Intent, Implementation and Impact 

The International Primary Curriculum (IPC) is a curriculum model based on thematic units that cover Y1 to Y6. Today’s children face more diverse 

challenges and opportunities than any other generation before them: climate change, political change, inequality, migration, an accelerating 

pace of technology and access to more information than ever before are just some of the issues that out children will face in their lives.  

 

The Vision and Philosophy of the International Curriculum  

Aim: the International Curriculum aims to improve learning in schools by supporting teachers and leaders through the provision of internationally 

researched curriculum materials and engaging units of learning. 

Philosophy: central to the international curriculum is the belief in, and commitment to, the holistic development of learners through enjoyable 

academic, personal and international learning that prepares them for opportunities and challenges now and in the future. 

At Willow Tree Primary , the aim and the philosophy of the International Curriculum fits with our own school vision of ‘achieving excellence together’ 

where we offer an engaging curriculum where our children can foster a passion for learning and curiosity that will help to develop high aspirations 

and a lifetime of opportunities. 

 

Seven Foundations of the IPC 

The IPC is designed and driven by underpinning foundations that ensure the curriculum remains learning focused and puts the goal of improving 

learning at the centre of what we do. The following seven underpinning foundations from the structure of the IPC. 

▪ Foundation 1: Learner-focused personal, international and subject learning goals 

▪ Foundation 2: A progressive pedagogy 

▪ Foundation 3: A process to facilitate learning for all 

▪ Foundation 4: Globally competent learners 

▪ Foundation 5: Knowledge, skills, and understanding are taught, learned and assessed differently 

▪ Foundation 6: Connected learning 

▪ Foundation 7: Assessment for improving learning 

Each of the seven foundations for learning are exemplified below. Further detailed information can be found in the IPC Curriculum 

Guide 2020 to 2026. 
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Foundation 1: Learner-focused personal, international and subject learning goals 

Learning should be at the core of what every good school does, and the overarching question that IPC asks 

is ‘how does this improve learning?’ The subject learning goals covered the knowledge, skills and 

understanding that children should learn across a range of subjects. The eight personal learning goals are 

integral to the IPC. The aim of the personal learning Goals is to develop character and attitudes rather than 

knowledge, skills and understanding. The development of an inquisitive mind and a sense of curiosity about 

the world and its people is essential for international learning. The international learning goals help learners 

begin the move towards increasing their knowledge and understanding of national, international, global and 

intercultural perspectives on the world around them whilst developing the capacity to take action and make 

a difference.  

 
 

 

 

Foundation 2: A progressive pedagogy 

A key part of the IPC focuses on brain-based learning. The IPC recognises that we have two types of memory: the working memory and the long-

term memory. The IPC units of learning work on the theory of children being able to extract prior learning and apply this to new learning as they 

complete the units of work across the year groups. The international curriculum has been designed to 

promote the use of a constructive pedagogy in classrooms whereby learners connect new knowledge 

to prior knowledge and are actively engaged in constructing their own understanding. The Knowledge 

Harvest enables children the opportunity to share what they already know about the upcoming 

learning so that it can be tailored accordingly to their needs. It also supports the strengthening of 

neuronal connections by helping learners to make links between new and existing learning.  

 

Foundation 3: A process to facilitate learning for all 

All IPC units follow the process to facilitate learning with a learner at the centre, which is structured to 

make sure that children’s learning experiences are stimulating and therefore effective. The key parts 

of the process include: Entry Point, Knowledge Harvest, Explaining the Theme, Research, Record, 

Reflect and the Exit Point, all underpinned by assessment for improving learning. The process to 

facilitate learning is repeated many times through an academic year, providing familiarity and routine 

to children’s learning journeys.    
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Foundation 4: Globally competent learners 

In order for children who learn through the International Curriculum to become engaged globally, competent citizens, it is 

crucial for them to develop not only a strong interest in their own and others cultures and a deep understanding of multiple 

perspectives, but also a keen desire to help shape local and global communities through actions that impact positively on 

society. Being globally aware starts in our own school community before expanding to the local area and then further afield 

to the UK and more globally. All units within the International Curriculum cover an international dimension to allow the 

children to reflect, deepen their understanding of the world in which they live.  

 

 

Foundation 5: Knowledge, skills, and understanding are taught, learned and assessed differently 

Across the international curriculum, Knowledge, skills and understanding are all considered valuable. All of the Knowledge Learning Goals start 

with ‘to know’, all of the Skills Learning Goals start with ‘be able to’ and all of the Understanding Learning Goals start with ‘understand’. Icons for 

knowledge, skills, and understanding are shared with children along with the definitions for each. 

KNOWLEDGE 

 

 

Definition: We think of 

knowledge as ‘knowing 

that’  

Characteristics of knowledge: Knowledge can be new or consolidated. 

Knowledge is continually expanding and can change as new discoveries are 

made.  

SKILLS  

 

Definition: We think of skills 

as ‘being able to do 

something’  

 

Characteristics of skills: Skills are learnt in a practical way; they can be new or 

consolidated. We define developmental stages of acquiring skills as ‘Beginning, 

Developing, Mastering and Innovating’.  

UNDERSTANDING  Definition: We think of 

understanding as making 

meaning  

 

Characteristics of understanding: Understanding is personal and connections 

have to be made actively by the learner in order to make meaning. Multiple 

opportunities should be offered for learners to develop and demonstrate their 

understanding. Understanding includes components of knowledge, skills 

and experience.  
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Foundation 6: Connected Learning 

The international curriculum promotes connected learning in a variety of ways. Learning is interdependent through 

connecting ideas to subjects and between subjects and prior learning to current learning so that the connections in the brain 

are reinforced. In the IPC subjects are built independently and interdependently into different thematic 

units of learning so that learners can engage in dialogue from different viewpoints. This enables children 

to see the wider context of their learning and to make connections both through and across different 

subjects.  

 

 

 

Foundation 7: Assessment for improving learning 

Whilst teachers are expected to plan for assessment opportunities, the reality is that learner performance, interactions and questions provide a 

constant stream of important information that the teacher should be using on an ongoing basis to inform future planning. Assessment for improving 

learning involves teachers and learners becoming partners in learning, helping teachers to further develop the knowledge, skills and understanding 

of their learners. Knowledge is assessed in a range of ways. This might include the Knowledge Harvest, quizzes, question and answer sessions. Skills 

are assessed through rubrics.  
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At Willow Tree we encourage our children to develop and master a range of knowledge, skills and understanding 

in all areas of the curriculum. As a whole school community, we have devised a range of subject characters and 

knowledge, skills and understanding principles that are specific to each area of the curriculum, to enable the 

children to identify not only the subject they are learning but also the content. The characters were shared with 

the children and they generated a list of knowledge, skills and understanding for each area. 

In Science, when the children are being scientists they: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

make observations, perform 

investigations, gather information 

and record findings 

identify and name plants, its parts 

and explain their functions 

know properties of materials 

know how to classify animals and 

compare the structure of a variety 

of common animals 

know the parts of the human body 

and their function 

identify common animals and 

classify them according to their 

diet 

pose scientific questions and plan 

investigation to answer them 
understand the basic needs of all 

living things 

understand how animals can adapt to 

their habitat  

understand food chains and how each stage 

of the food chain relies on the previous stage 

as well as how they can be affected 

understand the different forces and the 

affect they have on objects 

classify and group rocks according 

to their properties 

know how we see and hear things  

know how animals have evolved 

over time 
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Programme of 

study 

 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 

Plants 

 

 

Green Fingers 

 

 

Live and Let Live  

 

 

 

 

Let’s plant it! 

 

Vanishing 

Rainforests 

 

Land Sea and Sky  

 

 

Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct… 

 

 

Animals 

including 

humans 

 

Super Humans 

 

The Earth Our 

Home 

 

Live and Let Live 

 

We are what we 

Eat  

How Humans 

Work 

 

Vanishing 

Rainforests 

Land Sea and Sky  

 

Being Human 

 

 

Everyday 

Materials 

 

 

The Magic 

Toymaker 

 

 

What’s it made 

of? 

 

 

From A to B 

 

Time Travellers  

    

Seasonal 

Changes 

 

The Earth Our 

Home 
     

Living things and 

their habitats 

 

The Earth Our 

Home 

Live and Let Live 

 
 Land Sea and Sky  

Existing... 

Endangered... 

Extinct? 

Rocks 

 

 

  
Vanishing 

Rainforests 

 

Land Sea and Sky 

 

 

  

Light 

 
  

How Humans 

Work  
  Look Hear! 
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Explorers and 

Adventurers 

Forces and 

Magnets 

 

 

The Magic 

Toymaker 

 

 

 

Feel the Force 

 

Explorers and 

Adventurers 

 

Fascinating forces 

 

 

 

States of Matter 

 

 

   Shake it! 

 

Bake it! 

 

 

Sound 

 

 

   Making Waves  Look Hear! 

Electricity 

 

 

   Bright Sparks  Full Power 

Earth and Space 

 

 

    

 

Space Scientists 

 

 

 

Evolution and 

Inheritance 

 

     Being Human 

 

• Bold denotes units which are not specifically science units but are taught across the year groups as part of the wider 

curriculum. 
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In Early Years Science coverage will include: 
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How our environment lays the 

foundation for future science 

progression. 

The Early Years environment provides daily opportunities for science learning.  

Some of the foundations of future science progression are taught throughout 

everyday practice e.g. making observations, exploring, asking why questions 

and discussing healthy habits. 

 

Areas of provision are set up carefully in order to support science development 

and are enhanced and changed throughout the year.  For example, in the 

Spring term when we look at animals and mini-beasts, areas are enhanced with 

collection pots and non-fiction books surrounding this topic.  Similarly, when we 

look at growing, spades and seeds will be part of our provision.  

What texts we use to lay the 

foundation for future science 

progression. 

Many different texts are used to support our scientific learning; fiction and non-

fiction.  We use fiction texts as a way to spark excitement and then use non-

fiction texts to support the learning further e.g. when learning about mini-beasts, 

the children will listen to the hungry caterpillar and then explore non-fiction 

books to learn more about different mini-beasts.  When the children learn about 

growing, they will access books like Jack and the Beanstalk, which will then be 

followed with non-fiction books focussing on growth. 
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What learning experiences we provide 

to lay the foundations for future 

science progression. 

There are many opportunities for children to lay the foundations for future 

science learning within the EYFS.   

 

In the Autumn term, we learn about our senses through food exploration 

and we look at how to keep our teeth healthy.  We also explore materials 

and describe how they feel.  Learning about seasons and exploring 

Autumn in our outdoor environment is also a key experience. 

 

In the Spring, the children take part in scientific investigation involving 

senses, changes and floating and sinking. They learn how to take care of 

pets and explore different minibeasts.  They also learn more seasons by 

focussing on Winter (Jan/Feb) and Spring (March/April).  The children will 

also visit a farm to learn about animals in the Spring term. 

 

In Summer, the children take part in experiences involving forces and planting.  

They also learn about the season Summer.  During this term, we visit the nature 

reserve Martin Mere and also Formby beach.  At these places, we are able to 

explore our natural world and learn about different plants and animals.  

Units being taught in Reception  The learners will be learning 

about… 

Key Vocabulary 

This is me • To be able to explore collections of 

materials. 

• To be able to explore collections of 

materials, identifying similar and 

different properties. 

• To be able to use senses in hands 

on exploration. 

• To be able to explore how things 

work. 

-Materials 

-Similar 

-Different  

-Senses 

-Explore 
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To the rescue • To be able to some senses 

associated with body parts. 

• To be able to explore and talk 

about forces (push/pull). 

• To be able to notice changes in 

weather and temperature. 

• To be able to explore seasonal 

change. 

-Senses 

-Sight 

-Smell 

-Touch 

-Taste 

-Hear 

-Push 

-Pull 

-Weather 

-Change 

-Autumn  

-Winter 

Once upon a time • To be able to talk about 

differences between materials and 

changes that they notice. 

• To be able to explain what their 5 

senses are and to be able to 

explain during scientific 

investigation.  

• To be able to explore magnets 

(non-contact force). 

-Materials 

-Changes 

-Senses 

-Magnets 

-Attract 

-Repel 

-Natural 

-Manmade 

Animal rescuers • To be able to identify appropriate 

clothing needed for different 

weather conditions.  

• To be able to understand the 

difference between plants and 

animals.  

• To be able to talk about how we 

care for animals and the natural 

world. 

• To be able to observe and explore 

basic life cycles. 

• To be able to understand the 

effect of seasons on the natural 

world. 

-Weather 

-Change 

-Plants 

-Animals 

-Differences 

-Natural 

-Care 

-Life cycle 

-Spring 

-Seasons 

-Temperature 
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• To be able to notice changes in 

weather and temperature. 

• To be able to explore seasonal 

change. 

The world around us • To be able to explore and talk 

about the natural world around 

them.  

• To be able to plant seeds and care 

for growing plants with support.  

• To be able to understand the need 

to respect and care for the natural 

environment and all living things. 

-Natural 

-Growing 

-Plants 

-Seeds 

-Care 

-Respect 

-Environment 

-Living things 

-Mini-beasts 

Ocean treasures • To be able to talk about and 

explain basic life cycles using 

correct vocabulary. 

• To be able to notice changes in 

weather and temperature. 

• To be able to explore seasonal 

change. 

-Life cycle 

-Changes 

-Weather 

-Temperature 

-Explore 

-Sea creatures 

 

Y
e

a
r 

1
 

NC Statutory Programme of Study for Year 1 
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                                                                                                   NB:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit being taught The learners will be finding out….. 
Super Humans 

Animals, including humans 

  

In Super Humans, we will be learning about how our bones, muscles, senses and nerves all connect to make us human. As scientists, we 

will be investigating the ways in which these body parts interact with our brain, enabling us to see, hear, smell, taste and touch. 

 

• The names of the main external parts of the body 

• The five human senses and their related organs 

• Memories and the senses 

• How the brain connects to the senses 

• Testing our senses 

• Nutrition and healthy eating 

 

The Earth Our Home 

Animals, including humans  

All living things – plants, animals and people – have a home or somewhere to live that we call a ‘habitat’. A habitat can be huge like 

the ocean or small like a leaf. To survive, living things need to live in places that meet their needs. What do living things need to survive? 

How do different habitats provide for their needs? We will need to be scientists and geographers in order to answer these questions. 
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Seasonal changes   

• What living things need to survive. 

• Animal classification. 

• Habitats and living things we can find in our local area. 

• Different habitats around the world. 

• How living things are suited to the habitat in which they live. 

• How plants and animals depend on each other. 

• What a micro-habitat is and the living things we can find in them. 

• The nutrient cycle. 

 

Green Fingers! 

Plants   

We will be learning about plants and how important they are to our world. Plants are living things – they grow when we give them 

enough sunlight, food and water. Plants give us food to eat, clean air to breathe and materials to build our houses and furniture. We can 

use plants to make clothes and medicines, and to decorate our gardens. To fully engage with this unit, we will need to be scientists, 

geographers and international learners. How important are plants to our world? 

 

• Plants that grow in our local area 

• The different parts of a plant 

• What plants need in order to grow 

• How to care for a plant 

• Where flowers prefer to live and grow 

• How and where seeds grow 

• How to set up tests to discover how plants use water 

• How to grow lots of different things 

• How beans grow 

• How plants and insects rely on each other 

The unit below is taught in Year 1 and whilst it is not a science specific unit, it includes elements of the science curriculum 
 The Magic Toymaker 

Everyday Materials  

In The Magic Toymaker, we will be learning all about the world of toys and the role that they play in entertaining us, educating us, and 

stimulating our imagination. As historians, we will be finding out about the ways in which toys have changed over time; as scientists, 

we will be exploring the various materials that toys are made of; as designers, we will be learning about the different stages of the 

toy-making process and creating our own board games; and as programmers, we will be covering the basics of computer game coding. 

Toys come in many shapes and sizes, but what is it that makes a great toy? 

 

• How to sort toys based on what they are made of 

• Which materials can be bent, squashed, twisted or stretched 

• Why different materials have particular uses 

• Pushes and pulls, and how toys move 

Brainwave: The Brain  

The Art and Science of 

Learning  

 

In Brainwave: The Brain, we will be exploring the ways in which we can use our brains to learn lots of new and different things every 

day, enabling us to gain the knowledge, skills and understanding that we will need to become successful adults. By finding out more about 

how we learn, and how we can improve the way that we learn, we will be better equipped for meeting the many challenges ahead of us. 
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• The things we can do to make new connections or strengthen existing connections in our brains 
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NC Statutory Programme of Study for Year 2 
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Unit being taught The learners will be finding out….. 
Live And Let Live 

Plants  

Living things and their 

habitats  

In Live and Let Live, we will be learning about living things and what they need in order to survive. How do we know what living things 

need? How do you know that you are alive, but a stone has never been alive? To find out the answers to these questions, we will need 

to be scientists, geographers and ecologists. 

 

• What animals and humans need to survive and grow 

• How living and non-living things are different 

• How humans and animals grow and change 

• How to carry out a survey of living things 

• How to attract wildlife to our environment 

What's It Made Of? 

Uses of everyday materials  

In What’s It Made Of?, we will be learning about a variety of materials ranging from wood, plastic and fabric to glass, gold and steel. 

As scientists, we will be carrying out a series of investigations to learn more about the properties of these materials and how they can 

help us. Why do we use different materials to make different objects or to do particular jobs? Let’s find out! 

 

• What objects are made of 

• How we use different materials 

• How to test the properties of different materials 

• How we can group materials according to their properties 

• How to choose materials for specific uses 

• What happens to materials when they are bent, stretched, squashed, cooled, twisted or heated 

 

We are what we Eat  

Animals, including humans  

 

In We Are What We Eat, we will be learning about the vital role of food in sustaining human life, as well as its importance in history and 

culture throughout the world. As scientists and nutritionists, we will be studying the different types and amounts of food our bodies 

need so that we can plan healthier diets and enjoy healthier lives. 

 

• Why we need to eat food 

• The different food groups and the impact they have on our bodies 

• How some of our food grows 

• The different parts of a plant 

• How humans and animals taste food 

• How to carry out scientific investigations 

The unit below is taught in Year 2 and whilst it is not a science specific unit, it includes elements of the science curriculum 
 From A to B 

Inventions and 

Developments   

The letters ‘A’ and ‘B’ can be used to mean anything we like. Often, we use 'from A to B' to talk about travel from one place to another. 

Think about all the different places you travel. In this unit we will be learning about the different types of journeys we can make, across 

land, sea and air. In order to do this, we will need to be geographers, historians and engineers. How we travel is constantly changing, so 

what does the future hold for travel and journeys? 

 

• Air resistance  
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Time Travellers  

People, places and 

culture  

 

We will be learning about how people find out about the past, the clues we can uncover and how evidence tells us what happened in the 

past. We will be historians finding out about how past is recorded and represent. We will explore our own past and how we can find out 

more. Have much can you remember from your past? What can you find out? 

 

• Different materials in the world around us 

• Properties of materials  

• How materials change over time. 

• Testing strengths of different materials 
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NC Statutory Programme of Study for Year 3 
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Unit being taught The learners will be finding out….. 
Feel The Force! 

Forces and Magnets  

We will be learning about forces and how they push and pull us along. We will need to be scientists to investigate different kinds of forces 

and learn how to measure them. Without forces nothing on Earth or in the wider Universe would start moving or once started they 

wouldn’t stop! How do we know forces are always in action? What can we see and feel that shows us forces are at work? 

 

• What friction is and what the world would be like without it 

• How we use friction 

• How we can increase or reduce friction 

• The direction of forces 

• The strength of forces and how we can measure or compare them 

• Investigating gravity, air resistance and buoyancy.  

 

How Humans Work 

Animals, including humans  

Light  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We will be learning about the different functions of the human body, including how we see, hear, digest, breathe and move. We will also 

investigate how to maintain a healthy lifestyle, and the effects of diet and exercise on the body. 

We will need to be scientists, nutritionists and sports instructors in order to gain a deep understanding of how humans work. Have you 

ever considered how your body works? And what does it really mean to be healthy? 
 

• How our eyes and ears work 

• The different jobs our teeth do 

• The digestive system 

• The Circulatory System 

• The Respiratory System 

• The skeleton and muscles 

• Why we should eat a range of different foods. 
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Let’s Plant it! 

Plants  

In this unit we will need to be ‘botanists’, a special kind of scientist who studies plants. We will be learning all about plants and how 

they grow. Plants live all over the world and without plants humans and animals would not be able to live. 

 

• Plants that grow near where we live 

• Growing healthy plants  

• The plant life cycle and seed dispersal 

• Different types of soil 

• The different parts of plants and their functions 

• Interdependence between plants and other living things. 

 

The unit below is taught in Year 3 and whilst it is not a science specific unit, it includes elements of the science curriculum 

 Explorers and Adventurers 

Forces and Magnets  

Have you ever wanted to venture to undiscovered lands?  Well, you might just be an explorer!  In this unit, we will be learning about 

explorers and adventurers from the past, the challenges they faced and how they have opened our eyes to the world around us.As we 

embark on our learning journey, we will need to fasten our seatbelts and become historians, geographers, artists and scientists and along 

the way, we´ll develop our international mindedness as we travel far and wide. 

• How the sun appears to move across the sky and why. 

 

Vanishing Rainforests  

Habitats and Environments  

In Vanishing Rainforests, we will be learning about how diverse, wonderful and unique our rainforests are as well as what we need to do 

to ensure their survival. Did you know that rainforests once covered 14% of our world’s surface? Now sadly they cover between 3-4% 

of the world. Why are they vanishing? During the unit, you will need to be geographers, scientists including being botanists who explore 

the plant world to find out the answers to critical real-life problems. If we don’t act soon it could be too late! 

 

• How plants get what they need to thrive in a rainforest 

• Rocks and soils 

• Different plants and animals in the rainforest 

• Photosynthesis and what plants do with water 

• Different types of leaves 

• Seed dispersal 

• Animal classification 

• Food chains in the rainforest 

• Animal adaptations in the rainforest. 
Brainwave: The Brain 

The Art and Science of 

Learning 

We will be learning about our brain and how we can use it to learn lots of new and different things every day, enabling us to gain the 

knowledge, skills and understanding that we will need to become successful now and in the future. By finding out more about how we 

learn, and how we can improve the way that we learn, we will be better equipped for meeting the many challenges ahead of us. We will 

need to be metacognitive learners, scientists and internationally minded.  How can we use our knowledge of the brain to help us on our 

learning journey? 
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• How to look after our brains  
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NC Statutory Programme of Study for Year 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NB: The Programme of study for Animals, including humans for Y4 is 

taught in the unit How Humans Work in Y3 (focusing on the digestive 

system and teeth) 
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Unit being taught The learners will be finding out….. 
Making Waves  

Sound and Light 

Sound and light are all around us – from the sound of thunder and the flash of lightning in a storm, to a mobile phone ringing and flashing 

when someone calls us. We are surrounded by lights and sounds. But what is sound? How are sounds made? How do we see and hear? And 

why do we see lightning before we hear the thunder? We will need to be scientists, musicians and designers to find out all about light 

and sound waves! 

 

• How sounds are made 

• How sounds can be changed 

• How sounds travel to the ear 

• How we see and hear things 

• What influences the volume of sound 

• Why we need light to see things 

• Colours in light 

• Differences between how light and sound travel. 

Shake It! 

Changing Materials 

We will be learning about solids, liquids and gases and how things can change state. We will need to be scientists to investigate the 

chemistry of some cooking and preparation processes. We will use our knowledge to make butter, cheese, and milkshakes. What has cooking 

got to do with science? Do you have any idea of how to make butter? 

 

• Different kinds of milk 
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 • Solids, liquids and gases 

• How to make butter 

• Changes of state 

• Reversible and irreversible changes 

• Making ice cream 

• Adding air to liquids 

• Testing which solids dissolve in milk 

• Making a flavoured milkshake 

• Carrying out a fair test. 

Bright Sparks! 

Electricity and Energy 

We will be learning about electricity and its importance on our daily lives. Can you imagine how your life would be without electricity? As 

scientists we will investigate how electricity flows through wires and how switches work. Do you know that there are materials that 

don’t allow electricity to pass through them? We will also find out how electricity is produced in our countries and explore ways to save 

electricity. 

 

• How to make different electrical circuits 

• Materials that conduct electricity 

• How to build more complex circuits 

• Using electricity to make a magnet. 

Land, Sea and Sky 

Habitats 

In this unit we will be learning about plants and animals, and how they can adapt to living almost anywhere on Earth. Our planet has 

a number of different habitats, each with their unique climate and geology. As geographers, in this unit, we will find out about how 

water, soil and rock can change the environment or be changed by natural forces such as water. We will need to be scientists to examine 

how different organisms have adapted to survive on land, in the sea and in the sky. In International we will be looking at what we can 

do to help in preserving living things. In this unit we will ask exciting questions such as: How do plants and animals adapt to water 

habitats? How do animals and plants depend on each other for survival and how can human actions support or upset this delicate 

balance? 

 

• The water cycle and its connection to rivers 

• What is below the soil and land 

• Rocks and erosion 

• Water habitats  

• How fish are suited to a life underwater 

• Different birds that thrive in water habitats 

• The different ways birds fly 

• The life cycle of plants 

• Flowering plants on land and in the water 

• Food chains and food webs 

• Changes in habitats. 
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NB: The Programme of study for Animals, including humans for Y5 is 

taught in Y6 as part of the unit Being Human  

 

NB: The Programme of study for Living things and their habitats for Y5 is 

taught in Y6 in the unit Existing, Endangered, and Extinct.                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit being taught The learners will be finding out….. 
Fascinating Forces! 

Forces 

 

We will be learning about forces and how for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction, this is what keeps an object floating 

on water (buoyancy) or up in the air. We will need to be scientists to investigate how surface area affects air resistance acting upon an 

object. We will learn the difference between mass and weight and about comparing density. We will also need to be innovators to plan and 

make our own powered boat using our scientific and technical knowledge. Without forces, swimmers can’t swim smoothly in the pool and 

planes can’t fly! Can we see forces? Or should we say, can we see and feel the effect of forces?  

 

• Gravity and falling objects 

• Using a Newton Meter 

• Comparing mass and weight 

• Using air resistance to slow objects  

• Harnessing the power of simple machines  

• What density is and how it affects the buoyancy of objects 

• Planning a fair test to investigate upthrust and buoyancy. 

Bake it! 

Changing Materials 

We will be learning about how different materials can be changed, combined and separated through the baking of bread. We will need to 

be scientists as we examine the ingredients and processes used to create bread, working on our investigative skills to ensure our analysis 

is reliable. Are you ready to find out how much everyday science goes on in our kitchens?  

 

• How we know yeast is alive 

• Solids, liquids and gases 

• Carbon dioxide 

• Testing solubility 

• Factors that influence solubility 

• Reversible or irreversible changes. 
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Space Scientists 

Earth and Space 

 

 

We will be learning about Earth, the planet we all call home: its relationship with the Sun and Moon; what it is made of, and how our 

understanding of the solar system has changed over time. Is earth the best planet for human survival? Why? We will be scientists, 

historians, designers and artists to understand more about the planet where we live. What do you think makes our planet special? 

 

• The evidence the earth is a sphere (oblate sphere)  

• Magnetism and the Earth 

• How the Moon is similar and different to Earth 

• How the Earth’s atmosphere helps sustain life 

• The Sun’s energy and power 

• The relationship between the Sun, Moon and Earth 

• The changes on Earth due to rotation 

• The changes on Earth due to orbiting the Sun 

• The phases of the Moon 

• The characteristics of planets in our solar system. 
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NB: The Programme of study for Animals, including humans for Y5 is 

taught in Y6 as part of the unit Being Human  

 

NB: The Programme of study for Living things and their habitats for Y5 

is taught in Y6 in the unit Existing, Endangered, and Extinct.                        

 

 

Unit being taught The learners will be finding out….. 
Full Power! 

Electricity and Energy 

 

 

Electricity is one of the most important discoveries ever made and we have learnt how to use it to power almost every aspect of our 

lives. But who discovered electricity and how does it work? As scientists, we will investigate how electricity flows in different circuits, 

different materials that make good electrical conductors and insulators, explore new inventions that use renewable energy to generate 

electricity and how to be safe around electricity. As historians, we will find out the significant contributions of different scientists in the 

history of electricity. As designers and innovators, we will harness the power of electricity to create games. 

 

• Components that make an electrical circuit 

• How electricity is stored and used 

• Different kinds of circuits 

• Electrical conductors, semi-conductors and insulators 

• Renewable and non-renewable sources of energy for generating electricity. 

Look Hear! 

Sound and Light 

 

 

We will be learning about how sound and light works - whether we are driving around in our cars, working or relaxing at home, turning on 

lamps, music, TV, radio, computers and mobile phones. We are plugged in to sound and light during our waking hours. But what allows us 

to hear and see? 

 

We will need to be scientists and technologists to find out all about sound and light!! 

 

• How human ears and eyes work 

• The connection between sound and vibrations 

• Whether sound can travel through different mediums 

• Changing pitch and amplitude 

• Materials that absorb sound 

• How white light is made  

• Similarities and differences between light and sound 

• How and why shadows change. 
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Being Human 

Living things: humans 

Evolution and inheritance 

 

 
 

We will be learning about the human body and how it works with a focus on taking care of one’s physical and mental health. We will need 

to be scientists as we research into the inner workings of the human body. We will also learn to be responsible for our health and wellbeing 

by knowing how to take care of ourselves at different stages in our lives. How does knowing your body and its inner workings help you to 

understand the connections between human behaviour, the choices we make and our health? 

 

• The function of bones and the muscles in the body 

• The human heart and how it works  

• What the respiratory system does 

• The connection between the respiratory and circulatory systems 

• The characteristics that offspring can inherit from their parents 

• The nature versus nurture debate 

• The nutrients our body systems need and how they get them. 

Existing... Endangered... 

Extinct? 

Living things: plants and 

animals 

 

 

Our planet is teeming with different species of living things that thrive and survive all over the world, some in extreme environments. 

In this unit we will learn more about how we classify animals, how living things are adapted to their environments and how all living 

things are interdependent. As part of the web of life, humans also have an important role to play. How is human behaviour threatening 

the survival of many species? Can we preserve the biodiversity of our planet? 

 

• Biodiversity 

• Reproduction – one of the seven characteristics of living things 

• Different ways animals can adapt to where they live 

• Food chains and webs and what happens when they are disrupted 

• The role of decomposers (fungi, bacteria, insects)  

• How global warming impacts living things 

• Evolution and adaptation 

• How humans change land to meet their own needs land and the impact on other living things  

• Extreme environments where living things survive and thrive 

• Endangerment and extinction. 
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Progression of Knowledge within the Science Curriculum  
Year 

Group 

By the end of Early Years, the learners will: 

 
E
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y
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Early Learning Goal - Children know about similarities and differences in relation to places, objects, materials and living things.  

They talk about the features of their own immediate environment and how environments might vary from one another.  

They make observations of animals and plants and explain why some things occur and talk about changes.        
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By the end of Key Stage One, the learners will:  

 

Unit/s where the knowledge is 

covered/revisited 

Year 1 Year 2  

Plants: Know that plants need light and water to grow Green Fingers 

The Earth, Our 

Home  

Live and Let Live  

We are What we 

Eat 

Plants: Know the names of the parts of plants Green Fingers 

The Earth, Our 

Home  

 

Live and Let Live 

We are What we 

Eat   

Plants: Know that seeds can grow into plants  Green Fingers  

The Earth, Our 

Home  

Live and Let Live  

We are What we 

Eat 

Living Things: Know some differences between living things and things that have never been alive Green Fingers 

The Earth, Our 

Home  

Live and Let Live  

Living Things : Know about the similarities differences between humans and other creatures  Super Humans  

The Earth, Our 

Home  

Live and Let Live  

We are What we 

Eat 

Humans and Animals: Know the names of the main external body parts of humans and animals Super Humans 

The Earth, Our 

Home  

 

Live and Let Live  

We are what we 

Eat  

Humans and Animals: Know the names of the senses and the organs connected to them Super Humans  

Green Fingers  

We are What we 

Eat  

Energy: Know that eating food provides the body with energy Super Humans  We are What we 

Eat 

Living Things: Know what all living things need to survive Super Humans  

Green Fingers  

The Earth, Our 

Home  

Live and Let Live  

Living Things: Know the basic nutrient groups and example foods for each group Super Humans  

 

Live and Let Live  

We are What we 

Eat 

Energy: Know that food is a store of energy  Super Humans  

 

We are What we 

Eat 

Waves: Know that sounds are made when objects vibrate  Super Humans  

Earth and Space: Know that the time taken for the Earth to orbit the Sun is equal to one year The Earth, Our 

Home 
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Properties: Know the names and basic properties of a range of materials The Magic 

Toymaker  

What’s it made of? 

Changes: Know that there are different ways to change materials The Magic 

Toymaker 

 

 

What’s it made of? 

Properties: Know the names and basic properties of a range of materials  Time Travellers  

Electricity and Electromagnetism: Know that a circuit has to be complete to work The Magic 

Toymaker 

 

 

Electricity and Electromagnetism: Know about some uses of magnets in society The Magic 

Toymaker 

 

Forces: Know how pushes and pulls can move objects The Magic 

Toymaker 

 

Properties: Know that temperature is a measure of heat  What’s it made of? 
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By the end of Lower Key Stage 2, the learners will:  

 

Unit/s where the knowledge is 

covered/revisited 

Year 3 Year 4 

Forces: Know how pushes and pulls can temporarily or permanently change the shape of an object  Feel the Force Shake It! 

Forces: Know that forces have a direction Feel the Force  

Humans and Animals: Know about the functions of skeletons and muscles in humans and some 

other animals 

How Humans Work Land, Sea and Sky  

Living Things: Know that there are physical similarities and differences between themselves and 

other people 

How Humans Work 

Brainwave: The 

Brain 

 

Living Things: Know the role of the different nutrients in the body How Humans Work 

What’s on the 

menu? 

Brainwave: The 

Brain 

Shake It! 

Waves: Know how sounds are changed by altering the nature of vibrations How Humans Work  

Waves: Know that we see things because light travels from a source and reflects from an object into 

our eyes  

How Humans Work  

Plants: Know about the functions of the major parts of a plant  Let’s Plant It  

Vanishing 

Rainforests  

Land, Sea and Sky 

Plants: Know how the parts of a plant may change over time  Let’s Plant It  Land, Sea and Sky 
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Vanishing 

Rainforests 

Plants: Know the lifecycle of various plants  Let’s Plat It 

Vanishing 

Rainforests   

Land, Sea and Sky 

Living Things: Know that a key difference between non-living and living things is that living things 

grow and reproduce 

 

Let’s Plant It  

Vanishing 

Rainforests 

 

Earth and Space: Know that the sun is the source of energy in all food chains  Let’s Plant It  

Vanishing 

Rainforests 

Land, Sea and Sky 

Earth and Space: Know how space and place impact on the health of living things  Let’s Plant It 

Vanishing 

Rainforests   

Land, Sea and Sky 

Properties: Know a range of testable properties Let’s Plant It  

 

Bright Sparks  

Land, Sea and Sky 

Changes: Know that some changes are reversible and some are irreversible What’s on the 

menu? 

Shake It! 

Changes: Know that heating or cooling can bring about a change of state  Land, Sea and Sky 

Shake It! 

Changes: Know that some substances dissolve in liquids and others do not  Shake It! 

Energy: Know that heat, light, sound and movement are evidence of energy transfer taking place  Bright Sparks  

Making Waves  

Electricity and Electromagnetism: Know that electricity is something which is generated  Bright Sparks  

Electricity and Electromagnetism: Know the names of the components and the related symbols in a 

circuit 

 Bright Sparks  

Properties: Know about the principles of magnets and how to test materials for magnetic properties  Bright Sparks  

Waves: Know how sounds are changed by altering the nature of vibrations  Making Waves  

Waves: Know that we see things because light travels from a source and reflects from an object into 

our eyes 

 Making Waves  

Waves: Know the order of colours in the visible spectrum/rainbow  Making Waves  
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By the end of Upper Key Stage 2, the learners will: Unit/s where the knowledge is 

covered/revisited 

 Year 5 Year 6 

Scientific Enquiry: Know that the study of science is concerned with investigating and understanding 

the animate and inanimate world around them 

Bake It! 

Being Human 

Fascinating Forces! 

Space Scientists 

Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 

Full Power! 
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 Look Hear! 

Living Things: Know about the major classifications of living things  Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 

Living Things: Know about the effects of food chains in a variety of environments  Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 

Living Things: Know that changes in the environment have effects on living things  Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 

Living Things: Know about the nature, functions and effects of micro-organisms  Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 

Humans and Animals: Know about the structure of the human body  Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 

Being Human 

Humans and Animals: Know the functions of the major internal and external parts of the human 

body 

 Look Hear! 

Out of Africa 

Being Human 

Living Things: Know about similarities and differences between humans and other creatures  Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 

Being Human 

Humans and Animals: Know about the effect of exercise on the human pulse rate 

 

 Being Human 

Humans and Animals: Know about the effect of drug misuse on the human body  Being Human  

 

Humans and Animals: Know about the ways in which humans and other animals reproduce  Being Human 

Out of Africa 

Evolution and Inheritance:  Know that some characteristics of humans and other animals are 

inherited from their parents 

 Being Human 

 

Evolution and Inheritance: Know that some characteristics of humans are influenced by their 

environment 

 Being Human 

 

Evolution and Inheritance: Know that some characteristics of plants are inherited from their parents 

 

 Being Human  

Plants: Know about the functions of the major parts of a plant  Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 
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Plants: Know about factors that affect the growth of plants Space Scientists Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 

 

Plants: Know about the function of roots in anchoring and feeding plants  Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 

Plants: Know about ways in which plants reproduce  Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 

Plants: Know about the effects of seed dispersal  Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 

Plants: Know about the conditions needed for germination  Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 

Properties: Know the distinctive properties of different materials Bake It! 

Space Scientists 

Full Power! 

Look Hear! 

Properties: Know about the principles of materials acting as thermal insulators 

 

Bake It!  

Changes: Know what happens when materials are heated and cooled Bake It! 

Space Scientists 

 

Changes: Know about the principles of condensation and evaporation Bake It! 

Space Scientists 

 

Properties: Know about differences between metals and other materials Bake It! 

Space Scientists 

 

Matter: Know that matter is made up of particles Bake It! 

Space Scientists  

 

Matter: Know about the different arrangements of particles in solids, liquids and gases Bake It! 

Space Scientists 

 

Energy: Know that heat is often produced as a by-product when one form of energy is converted to 

another 

 Full Power 

Energy: Know that heat can move from one object to another by conduction 

 

Bake It! Full Power 

Forces: Know about the nature and effect of gravitational force Fascinating Forces 

Space Scientists 

 

Waves: Know that light travels in a straight line until it strikes an object 

 

Space Scientists Look Hear! 

Waves: Know that light can be reflected, refracted or absorbed Space Scientists Look Hear! 
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Properties: Know that light travels through some materials and not through others Space Scientists Look Hear! 

 

Waves: Know that we see things when light from them enters our eyes 

 

 Look Hear! 

Waves: Know how sounds are changed by altering the nature and frequency of the vibrations 

 

 Look Hear! 

Waves: Know that vibrations from sound sources travel through a medium to reach the ear 

 

 Look Hear! 

Earth and Space: Know about the relationship between the Earth and the rest of the solar system Fascinating Forces 

Space Scientists 

 

Earth and Space: Know that day and night are related to the Earth spinning on its axis 

 

Space Scientists  

Earth and Space: Know about the time taken for the Earth to orbit the Sun and for the Moon to orbit 

the Earth 

 

Space Scientists  

Earth and Space: Know about the effects caused by the Earth moving 

 

Space Scientists  

Energy: Know about the major sources of energy 

 

Space Scientists Full Power 

Energy: Know how energy sources occur 

 

  

Energy: Know how energy sources are obtained 

 

  

Energy: Know how energy sources are used 

 

 Full Power 

Energy: Know the basic principles of renewable and sustainable energy  Full Power 
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Progression of Skills within the Science Curriculum  
Year 

Group 

By the end of Early Years, the learners will: 

 
E
a
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y

 Y
e

a
rs

 
Be able to talk about what children have done and noticed.  

To sort and match things.  

To find things that are similar or different.  

To be curious and begin to ask questions.  

To perform simple investigations and use equipment safely.  

To look closely at things and notice changes.  

To use senses to observe and look closely.  
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By the end of Key Stage One, the learners will:  

 

Unit/s where the skill is covered/revisited 

Year 1 Year 2  

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to identify ways of finding out about scientific questions in familiar 

contexts 

Super Humans 

Green Fingers  

The Earth, Our 

Home 

Brainwave: The 

Brain 

The Magic 

Toymaker 

What’s it made of? 

Live and Let Live 

We Are What We 

Eat 

Time Travellers  

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to follow guided experiments to try to answer scientific questions Super Humans  

Green Fingers 

Brainwave: The 

Brain 

The Magic 

Toymaker 

What’s it made of? 

We Are What We 

Eat 

Time Travellers 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to connect scientific investigations to familiar contexts Super Humans  

Green Fingers  

The Earth, Our 

Home 

Brainwave: The 

Brain 

The Magic 

Toymaker 

What’s it made of? 

Live and Let Live 

We Are What We 

Eat 

Time Travellers 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to suggest independent variables to test in a guided investigation Super Humans  

Green Fingers  

What’s it made of? 

From A to B 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to make predictions Super Humans  

Green Fingers 

The Earth, Our 

Home 

The Magic 

Toymaker 

Live and Let Live 

We Are What We 

Eat 

Time Travellers 

From A to B 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to use the senses safely to make observations Super Humans  

Green Fingers  

The Earth, Our 

Home 

The Magic 

Toymaker 

What’s it made of? 

Live and Let Live 

We Are What We 

Eat 

Time Travellers 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to make observations and take informal measurements Green Fingers  What’s it made of? 

Live and Let Live 
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The Earth, Our 

Home 

The Magic 

Toymaker 

We Are What We 

Eat 

Time Travellers 

From A to B 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to compare results Super Humans  

Green Fingers  

The Earth, Our 

Home 

Brainwave: The 

Brain 

The Magic 

Toymaker 

Live and Let Live 

We Are What We 

Eat 

Time Travellers 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to compare results with predictions  The Magic 

Toymaker 

Live and Let Live 

We Are What We 

Eat 

Time Travellers 

From A to B 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to describe the method and results Super Humans  

Green Fingers  

The Earth, Our 

Home 

The Magic 

Toymaker 

Live and Let Live 

We Are What We 

Eat 

Time Travellers 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to suggest improvements to investigations 

 

 

Green Fingers  Live and Let Live 

Living Things: Be able to sort living things in simple ways by features and behaviours Super Humans  

Green Fingers  

The Earth, Our 

Home  

Live and Let Live 

We Are What We 

Eat 

Properties: Be able to sort materials into groups according to their observable properties 

 

 

The Magic 

Toymaker 

What’s it made of? 

Time Travellers 

Electricity and Electromagnetism: Be able to build a simple circuit to make devices work 

 

 

The Magic 

Toymaker 

 

Living Things: Be able to sequence given food chains 

 

 

 

The Earth, Our 

Home 

Live and Let Live 

We Are What We 

Eat 
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By the end of Lower Key Stage 2, the learners will:  

 

Unit/s where the skill is covered/revisited 

Year 3 Year 4 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to connect scientific investigations to real life Feel the Force  

How Humans Work 

Let’s Plant It 

What’s on the 

menu? 

Explorers And 

Adventurers 

Vanishing 

Rainforests 

Bright Sparks 

Land, Sea and Sky 

Making Waves 

Shake It! 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to plan an investigation changing only one independent variable Feel the Force 

How Humans Work 

What’s on the 

menu?  

Bright Sparks 

Land, Sea and Sky 

Making Waves 

Shake It! 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to make informed predictions Feel the Force 

How Humans Work 

What’s on the 

menu? 

Vanishing 

Rainforests 

Bright Sparks 

Land, Sea and Sky 

Making Waves 

Shake It! 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to identify potential risks in a planned investigation Feel the Force 

What’s on the 

menu? 

Bright Sparks 

Land, Sea and Sky 

Shake It! 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to make and record observations and take formal measurements Feel the Force 

How Humans Work 

Let’s Plant It 

What’s on the 

menu? 

Explorers And 

Adventurers 

Vanishing 

Rainforests 

Bright Sparks 

Land, Sea and Sky 

Making Waves 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to describe observations and results identifying possible patterns Feel the Force 

How Humans Work 

Let’s Plant It 

Land, Sea and Sky 

Making Waves 

Shake It! 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to compare results to predictions and draw conclusions Feel the Force 

How Humans Work 

Let’s Plant It 

Bright Sparks 

Land, Sea and Sky 

Making Waves 

Shake It! 
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Scientific Enquiry: Be able to record and describe the method and results in a variety of ways Feel the Force 

How Humans Work 

Let’s Plant It 

Explorers And 

Adventurers 

Bright Sparks 

Land, Sea and Sky 

Making Waves 

Shake It! 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to compare investigations and results identifying possible anomalies Feel the Force 

Let’s Plant It 

Bright Sparks 

Shake It! 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to compare forces, stating which is stronger Feel the Force  

 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to suggest ways of collecting evidence in response to a scientific question How Humans Work  

Let’s Plant It 

What’s on the 

menu? 

Vanishing 

Rainforests 

 

Bright Sparks  

Land, Sea and Sky  

Making Waves 

Shake It! 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to ask scientific questions How Humans Work 

Let’s Plant It 

Bright Sparks 

Land, Sea and Sky 

Making Waves 

Shake It! 

Humans and Animals: Be able to describe the process of digestion How Humans Work   

Living Things: Be able to draw diagrams to illustrate simple food webs and chains in an ecosystem Let’s Plant It  

Vanishing 

Rainforests 

Land, Sea and Sky 

 

Living Things: Be able to compare common materials and objects and their properties Let’s Plant It  Bright Sparks 

Land, Sea and Sky 

 

Waves: Be able to predict how the shape of a shadow would change based upon the distance of 

the light source 

Explorers And 

Adventurers 

 

Living Things: Be able to sort animals into vertebrates and invertebrates Vanishing 

Rainforests  

 

Land, Sea and Sky 

Electricity and Electromagnetism: Be able to use electrical circuits to investigate the conductivity of 

various materials 

 Bright Sparks 

 

Changes: Be able to separate insoluble solids from liquids  Shake It! 

 

Matter: Be able to compare solids, liquids and gases  Bright Sparks  

Shake It 
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By the end of Upper Key Stage 2, the learners will: Unit/s where the skill is covered/revisited 

Year 5 Year 6 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to conduct scientific investigations posing scientific questions Bake It! 

Fascinating Forces 

Space Scientists 

 

Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 

Full Power 

Look Hear! 

Being Human 

 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to choose an appropriate way to investigate a scientific issue Bake It! 

Fascinating Forces 

Space Scientists 

Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 

Full Power 

Look Hear! 

Being Human 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to make systematic and accurate measurements from their observations Bake It! 

Fascinating Forces 

Space Scientists 

 

Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 

Full Power 

Look Hear! 

Being Human 

 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to explain and justify their predictions, investigations, findings and 

conclusions 

Bake It! 

Fascinating Forces 

Space Scientists 

 

Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 

Full Power 

Look Hear! 

Being Human 

 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to record and communicate their findings accurately using the most 

appropriate medium and the appropriate scientific vocabulary and conventions 

Bake It! 

Fascinating Forces 

Space Scientists 

 

Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 

Full Power 

Look Hear! 

Being Human 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to gather evidence from a variety of sources Bake It! 

Fascinating Forces 

Space Scientists 

 

Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 

Full Power 

Look Hear! 
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Being Human 

Scientific Enquiry: Be able to discriminate between evidence and opinion Bake It! 

Space Scientists 

 

Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 

Look Hear! 

Being Human 

Living Things: Be able to recognise and name the major plants and animals in the host country  Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 

Living Things: Be able to classify locally occurring plants and animals according to their features  Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 

Living Things: Be able to recognise and name the major plants and animals in their home country  Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 

 

Properties: Be able to compare and group rocks and soils according to their properties 

 

Space Scientists  

Properties: Be able to group and classify materials according to their properties 

 

Bake It! Full Power 

Changes: Be able to identify changes that are reversible or irreversible 

 

Bake It!  

Changes: Be able to separate simple mixtures 

 

Bake It!  

Changes: Be able to recover dissolved solids through evaporation 

 

Bake It!  

Electricity and Electromagnetism: Be able to represent electrical circuits in drawings using 

conventional symbols 

 

Bake It! Full Power 

Electricity and Electromagnetism: Be able to construct circuits on the basis of drawings using 

conventional symbols 

 

Bake It! Full Power 

Electricity and Electromagnetism: Be able to vary an electrical circuit to change its effect 

 

 

 Full Power 

Forces: Be able to identify the effects of physical forces Fascinating Forces 

Space Scientists 

 

Forces: Be able to measure forces Fascinating Forces 

Space Scientists 
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Forces: Be able to identify the direction of forces Fascinating Forces 

Space Scientists 

 

Waves: Be able to identify the effects and uses of light and sound 

 

 Look Hear! 
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Progression of Understanding within the Science Curriculum  
Year 

Group 

By the end of Early Years, the learners will: 

 
E
a

rl
y

 Y
e

a
rs

 To understand why things happen and how things work.  

To develop an understanding of growth, decay and changes over time.  

To show care and concern for living things and the environment.  
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Y
e

a
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1
 a

n
d

 2
 

         

       

By the end of Key Stage One, the learners will:  

 

Unit/s where the understanding is 

covered/revisited 

Year 1 Year 2  

Living Things: Understand that different locations support different living things Green Fingers 

The Earth our Home 

Live and Let Live 

Living Things: Understand that people share environments with other living things Green Fingers 

The Earth Our 

Home  

Live and Let Live 

Living Things: Understand the interdependence between plants and animals, humans and animals 

& humans and plants 

Green Fingers  

The Earth Our 

Home 

Live and Let Live 

We are what we 

Eat   

Scientific Enquiry: Understand that science provides evidence, not proof Super Humans  Live and Let Live 

Time Travellers  

Properties: Understand that what we use materials for is dependent upon their properties The Magic 

Toymaker  

What’s It Made 

Of? 

Time Travellers  

Earth and Space: Understand that the position of the sun in the sky appears to change during the 

course of a day 

 Live and Let Live  

Forces: Understand how air resistance can slow or hinder movement  From A to B  

Y
e

a
r 

3
 a

n
d

 4
 

    

Y
e

a
r 

1
 a

n
d

 2
 

  

          

By the end of Lower Key Stage 2, the learners will:  

 

Unit/s where the understanding is 

covered/revisited 

Year 3 Year 4 

Scientific Enquiry: Understand the importance of collecting scientific evidence through observation 

and testing 

Feel the Force 

How Humans Work 

Let’s Plant It! 

Vanishing 

Rainforests  

Land, Sea and Sky 

Making Waves  

Shake It! 

 

Forces: Understand why we need friction  Feel the Force   

Living Things: Understand how animals and plants are physically suited to particular environments Let’s Plant It  

Vanishing 

Rainforests  

 

Living Things: Understand the interdependence between all living things Let’s Plant It  

What’s on the 

Menu? 

Vanishing 

Rainforests 

Land, Sea and Sky  

Living Things: Understand the positive and negative impacts humans have on other living things  Land, Sea and Sky 

 

Living Things: Understand how animals and plants are physically suited to particular environments   Land, Sea and Sky 
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Waves: Understand that light and sound travel at different speeds   

 

 

Making Waves  

Earth and Space: Understand that day and night are caused by the Earth spinning on its own axis Explorers and 

Adventurers  

 

Y
e

a
r 

5
 a

n
d

 6
  

  Y
e

a
r 

3
 a

n
d

 4
 

                                         

By the end of Upper Key Stage 2, the learners will: Unit/s where the understanding is 

covered/revisited 

Year 5 Year 6 

Scientific Enquiry: Understand the importance of using evidence to test scientific ideas Bake It! 

Fascinating Forces 

Space Scientists 

 

Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct  

Being Human 

Full Power 

Look Hear! 

 

Scientific Enquiry: Understand some of the effects of what they learn on people's lives Bake It! 

Fascinating Forces 

Space Scientists 

 

Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct  

Being Human 

Full Power 

Look Hear! 

 

Living Things: Understand the relationship between living things and the environment in which they 

live 

Space Scientists 

 

Existing, 

Endangered, 

Extinct 

 

Living Things: Understand the importance of an appropriate diet for the health of humans and other 

animals 

 Being Human 


